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Abstract Lithiation-induced plasticity is a key factor that
enables Si electrodes to maintain long cycle life in Li-ion
batteries. We study the plasticity of various lithiated silicon phases based on first-principles calculations and identify the linear dependence of the equivalent yield stress on
the hydrostatic pressure. Such dependence may cause the
compression-tension asymmetry in an amorphous Si thin
film electrode from a lithiation to delithiation cycle, and
leads to subsequent ratcheting of the electrode after cyclic
lithiation. We propose a yield criterion of amorphous lithiated silicon that includes the eﬀects of the hydrostatic stress
and the lithiation reaction. We further examine the microscopic mechanism of deformation in lithiated silicon under
mechanical load, which is attributed to the flow-defects mediated local bond switching and cavitation. Hydrostatic compression confines the flow defects thus eﬀectively strengthens the amorphous structure, and vice versa.
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1 Introduction
Li-ion batteries have attracted significant attention for applications in portable electronics, electric vehicles, stationary
electricity storage, and load leveling of renewable energy
sources [1, 2]. In the quest to develop high-energy-density
Li-ion batteries, Si becomes one of the most promising anodes given its remarkable capability to absorb Li [3]. Compared to the conventional carbon-based anode in which every
6 carbon atoms can absorb 1 Li atom, each Si atom can host
up to 4.4 Li atoms, making Si the anode material with the
highest theoretical specific capacity. However, commercialization of Si is limited by the massive deformation and the
consequent severe mechanical instability during the cyclic
lithiation—upon reaching the theoretical capacity, the volume of Si swells more than 400% [4]. The intrinsic large
deformation induces a field of stress in the electrodes, causing fracture of both active electrodes and conductive matrix,
and resulting into the loss of conduction path of electrons [5–
8]. Moreover, the drastic deformation poses a challenge on
the chemical stability of Si electrodes. The chemical degradation of Si is mainly attributed to the dynamic formation of
solid electrolyte interface (SEI) resulting from the side reactions of the electrode and the electrolyte [9]. The repeated
swelling and shrinking of Si electrodes causes continuous
breaking and re-forming of the SEI, which dynamically consumes the active materials and leads to irreversible capacity
loss in the lithiation cycles. As a result, rapid capacity fade
of Si electrodes often occur in the first few cycles.
The mechanical stability of Si anodes is largely enhanced with recent novel designs using nanostructured electrodes [10–19]. In these structures, the mechanical failure is
mitigated by managing the deformation patterns through geometric restrictions and shape optimizations. For example,
Takamura et al. [20] fabricated a Si thin film with thickness of 50 nm that maintains over a thousand cycles with-
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out fracture. During lithiation, the large deformation of Si
was accommodated by the surface morphological undulation, a type of roughening also observed in lithiation of Si
nanowires [10]. Moreover, in a recent remarkable design,
Wu et al. [21] manufactured Si anodes with hollow coreshell nanostructures, which enable the electrodes to maintain
over six thousand cycles with little capacity fade. In such a
nanostructure, a silicon oxide shell separates the electrolyte
and Si, and encapsulates the deformation of Si within the
hollow space in the interior of the structure. Direct contact
between the electrode and the electrolyte is avoided, preventing the continual SEI shedding and re-forming. Similar designs based on the same concept have shown promise for Si
to sustain hundreds of cycles [22, 23]. It is noteworthy that
lithiation-induced plasticity plays a key role for Si to maintain long cycle life in the above designs. The surface undulation demonstrates a feature of plastic flow of Si thin film
electrodes—the large deformation is accommodated by the
morphological change and stresses are eﬀectively relieved in
the process. Also the core-shell structure takes advantage of
the flowability of lithiated silicon to constrain the deformation in the interior hollow space. Meanwhile, since the stress
at the interface between the core and the shell generated upon
lithiation is upper-bounded by the yield strength of lithiated
silicon, one can use a thin layer of oxide shell to restrict the
deformation of Si core without fracture.
Lithiation-induced plasticity has been studied both experimentally and theoretically. Sethuraman et al. [24, 25]
monitored the in-situ evolution of the stress field in a lithiation and delithiation cycle for an amorphous Si (a-Si) thin
film electrode using the wafer curvature method. They
showed that at the initial lithiation, the thin film behaves
elastically and the stress increases linearly in the first stage.
With further lithiation, the stress reaches compressive yield
strength and inelastic flow sets in to accommodate the deformation. Upon delithiation, the compressive stress unloads
elastically within a narrow range of Li composition, and
then the stress reaches tensile yield strength. The hysteresis
demonstrated in a lithiation and delithiation cycle clearly indicate plastic deformation of lithiated silicon. Such measurements were also preformed in other groups [26, 27]. Continuum models that account for the coupled diﬀusion of Li
and large plastic deformation of electrodes have been developed recently [28–33]. Brassart and Suo [34, 35] further proposed a model of reactive flow that considers the
concurrent nonequilibrium processes of Li insertion reaction and plastic flow of electrodes and generalizes the thermodynamic formulation of plasticity in an electrode under
combined chemo-mechanical load. The structural evolution
of amorphous Si during lithiation was studied using firstprinciples calculations [36–38]. Zhao et al. [38] investigated
the microscopic mechanism of plasticity in lithiated silicon,
and concluded that at the atomic scale the continuous bond
breaking and re-forming assisted by Li insertion accommodates the large plastic deformation.
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Experimental measurements of stress evolution in a Si
thin film electrode exhibit asymmetry between the tensile
and compressive stresses [24–27]. We show the schematic
of typical experimental assessments of the stress evolution in Fig. 1a. Although the yield stresses during lithiation and delithiation both vary slightly with the state of
charge, the magnitude of the compressive yield strength is
higher than the tensile yield strength for a given Li composition. Haftbaradaran et al. [39] demonstrated that the
compression-tensile asymmetry from lithiation to delithiation may cause accumulative and irreversible deformation
of Si thin film electrodes—a mechanism of ratcheting. In
Fig. 1b, we schematically reproduce the experimental observations. A continuous Si thin film with thickness of 250 nm
is fractured after the first cycle [40]. Afterwards the size
of the Si islands decreases and the gaps between the islands enlarge with cycles. This phenomenon was experimentally observed in Ref. [40] and reproduced numerically
in Ref. [39]. We may speculate that similar accumulative deformation may occur in other geometries of electrodes such
as nanoparticles. For a commercial battery that typically operates thousands of cycles, such irreversible deformation will
pose a significant challenge of mechanical stability of electrodes in the long-term cycle life.

Fig. 1 a Schematic of the evolution of the biaxial stress in an aSi thin film electrode during a lithiation and delithiation cycle. At
a given lithium concentration, the compressive yield stress during
lithiation and the tensile yield stress during delithiation are represented by σCY and σTY , respectively; b The asymmetry of the yield
stresses from lithiation to delithiation leads to ratcheting of an a-Si
thin film. The thin film is fractured after the first cycle. After a
number of cycles, the size of the fractured islands decreases and the
gaps between the islands enlarge. Such phenomenon was experimentally observed in Ref. [40], and was theoretically calculated in
Ref. [39]
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The compression-tension asymmetry in a-Si thin films
may be attributed to the pressure-sensitive plasticity of lithiated silicon — the compressive hydrostatic stress suppresses
the plastic flow of the amorphous structure thus enhances
the yield strength. In this paper, we assess the dependence
of the yield stress on the hydrostatic pressure by performing multi-axial load simulations using first-principles calculations. Three Li compositions, Li0.25 Si, Li0.5 Si, and LiSi,
are considered. A linear dependence of the equivalent yield
stress on the hydrostatic stress is demonstrated. We propose
a yield criterion of lithiated silicon by including the eﬀects
of hydrostatic pressure and the lithiation reaction. We further examine the atomic mechanism of deformation of lithiated silicon by performing Voronoi polyhedra analysis and
local coordination calculations. It is found that the localized
bond switching at the loosely packed free-volume regions
and cavitation accommodate the large plastic flow under mechanical load. A hydrostatic compressive stress confines the
flow defects and thus eﬀectively strengthens the amorphous
structure, and vice versa.
2 Simulation method
We perform the first-principles calculations based on density
functional theory (DFT) using the SIESTA code [41]. The
amorphous Si structure contains 64 Si atoms with periodic
boundary conditions. This size of supercell is consciously
relatively small, because we aim to explore a large number of
possible configurations of amorphous structures with various
Li concentrations and a wide range of perturbation of equilibrium structures with applications of mechanical stresses.
Our choice of supercell aﬀords such studies at a reasonable
balance of computational cost and accuracy. The atomic
structures, system energy and stresses are calculated using
a local-basis set of double-ς polarized atomic orbitals with
an energy cutoﬀ of 70 Ry (1 Ry = 13.606 eV). We use the
Perdew–Burke–Enzerhof (PBE) exchange-correlation functional, norm-conserving pseudopotentials, and reciprocalspace mesh cutoﬀ equivalent to a 10Å (1Å=0.1 nm) realspace period for the supercell. In energy optimization calculations, both the atomic coordinates and the supercell shape
were fully relaxed. The energy optimization was considered
complete when the magnitude of the force on each atom was
smaller than 0.04 eV/Å.
The a-Si structure employed here was generated by
quenching the liquid phase with explicit molecular dynamics using the environment dependent interatomic potential
(EDIP) for Si, as described in more detail in our previous
work [42, 43]. At each Li composition, we place Li atoms
at energetically favorable positions in the a-Si network. We
have identified 32 unique lowest-energy positions for a Li
atom insertion into the a-Si network [38, 44]. In Li composition Li0.25 Si, the lithium atoms are located at the most
energetically favorable sites out of the 32 lowest-energy positions. Full occupancy of all the 32 sites corresponds to the
Li composition Li0.5 Si. For LiSi, we examine the local Li
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coordination neighbors of each Si atom and place further Li
atoms in addition to the 32 sites around the Si atoms that have
the lowest number of Li neighbors [26]. Here we focus on
the static and equilibrium properties of lithiated silicon. Kinetic eﬀects, such as the long range process of Li diﬀusion in
Si, are not considered. Thus, in the modeling of deformation
and stress, we assume the diﬀusion is fast enough to allow
for a uniform distribution of Li.
In the simulation of material response under mechanical load, we prescribe a given stress level along each direction of the structure, and measure the nominal strain after full
relaxation. To model the multi-axial load, we first apply a
given hydrostatic pressure to a Li composition structure, and
relax the structure to obtain the state of minimized energy.
The relaxed configuration is taken as the reference state.
Then we maintain the stresses at the y- and z-direction at
the initial value, and increase the stress along the x-direction
until it reaches the tensile strength of the structure before it
is fractured. At this peak stress, the structure is stretched
mostly and plastic flow is evidenced by drastic bond breaking and re-forming. It should be noted that rare local bond
switching also occur at lower level of applied stress which
indicates local atomic rearrangement. For clarification of the
definition of the yield stress, we take the peak stress that the
structure can sustain as the yield strength of the material.
We rely on the Voronoi polyhedra analysis to investigate the structural characteristics of amorphous lithiated silicon. The Voronoi analysis is performed to determine the
surrounding Voronoi polyhedron (the space closer to a given
atom than to any others) for each atom, using the minimum image convention and setting a cutoﬀ beyond which
atoms are assumed not coordinated [45]. The vertices of
each Voronoi polyhedron can be found by intersecting any
three perpendicular surfaces between the chosen atom and
its neighbors. Then the volume of each polyhedron is calculated by summing the sub-volumes that equal to one-third of
the product of the surface area and the length of the vertical
line from the atoms.
3 Results and discussion
The stress–strain response curves of LiSi under diﬀerent hydrostatic stresses are shown in Fig. 2a. Each curve represents tension along the x-direction starting from a diﬀerent
state of hydrostatic tension or compression. During tension,
the stresses along the y- and z-direction are maintained at
their initial value. The considered initial hydrostatic stresses
range linearly from −3 to 3 GPa, as indicated in the color
map. We represent the stress–strain curves as the evolution
of the deviatoric stress as a function of applied strain along
the x-direction, where the relaxed structure under a pure hydrostatic tension or compression is taken as the reference
state. The deviatoric stress is defined as si j = σi j − σm δi j ,
where σm is the hydrostatic stress and δi j is the Kronecker
delta. For each curve, the highest stress level represents the
strength beyond which the structure is fractured. Here we
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adopt the highest stress level as a measure of yield stress.
The solid symbol curves represent the loading paths, and the
open symbol curves represent the unloading paths. It is evident that substantial plastic deformation occurs in all the
simulation cases. The network can be stretched by 20% –
40% without fracture, and large permanent deformation remains after unloading. The dependence of the deviatoric
yield stress on the hydrostatic stress is summarized in Fig.
2b, for the three diﬀerent Li compositions Li0.25 Si, Li0.5 Si,
and LiSi, respectively. The solid symbols represent the simulation results, and the lines connecting the data are guide
for the eye. Obviously, the deviatoric yield stress of lithi-

ated silicon strongly depends on the hydrostatic stress. The
magnitude of the deviatoric yield stress varies by factor of
three within the range of the hydrostatic stresses considered. A positive hydrostatic stress makes flow easier, while
a negative hydrostatic stress retards it. Such dependence
may lead to the compression-tension yield stress asymmetry as observed in a-Si thin film electrodes upon a lithiation
and delithiation cycle. Figure 2b also shows that the yield
strength decreases with increasing Li composition. This softening eﬀect was previously reported [26] and is attributed to
the increase of Si coordination defects with Li concentration.

Fig. 2 a The stress–strain response of amorphous LiSi under multi-axial load with diﬀerent hydrostatic stresses. To decouple the eﬀect of
pressure, the material response is represented by the evolution of the deviatoric stress as a function of applied strain along the x-direction.
The solid-symbol lines represent the loading path; the open-symbol lines represent the unloading path; b Dependence of the deviatoric
yield stress on the hydrostatic stress, for the three diﬀerent lithiation phases Li0.25 Si, Li0.5 Si, and LiSi, respectively. The simulation results
are represented by the solid symbols. The lines connecting the data are guide for the eye

A general yield criterion valid under arbitrary loading
conditions can be derived from the simulation results
by plot
3
ting the equivalent stress at yielding, σY
sY sY , as a
e =
2 ij ij
function of the hydrostatic stress (Fig. 3). The solid symbols
represent the simulation results, and the dashed lines are the
linear fitting of the yield conditions of the diﬀerent lithiated
phases. A linear dependence of the equivalent stress on the
hydrostatic stress at yielding reasonably captures the relationship over the range of hydrostatic stress considered here.
Such linear function may be recast into a form similar to the
Drucker–Prager yield condition [46, 47]
σY
e + Aσm = B,

(1)

where A and B are the fitting parameters. Using the simulation data in Fig. 3, we obtain the parameters A = 1.03, 0.88,
0.44, and B = 6.56, 5.01, 2.83 GPa, for Li0.25 Si, Li0.5 Si, LiSi,
respectively. According to the Drucker–Prager yield criterion, the parameter B represents the yield stress under pure
shear loading, and the ratio B/A is the yield stress under pure
hydrostatic tension.
The yield criterion (1) can be used to investigate yield-

ing in a thin film electrode upon lithiation and delithiation, as
depicted in Fig. 1. Assuming a homogeneous, biaxial state
of stress within the film, the mean stress is σm = 2σb /3 and
the equivalent stress is σe = |σb |, with σb the biaxial stress,
corresponding to a triaxiality ratio σm /σe = ±2/3. From
Eq. (1), one can easily derive the yield stress in tension and
compression as
σY,T
=
b

3B
,
3 + 2A

σY,C
=
b

3B
.
3 − 2A

(2)

With the fitting parameters obtained from Fig. 3, Eq. (2)
gives σY,T
= 3.9, 3.2, 2.2 GPa, and σY,C
= 20.9, 12.1,
b
b
4.0 GPa for Li0.25 Si, Li0.5 Si, LiSi, respectively. These estimates are significantly higher than experimentally measured values of yield stresses in thin-film electrodes [24–27],
which typically range between 0.5 and 1.5 GPa, depending
on the lithium content. In particular, the magnitudes of the
yield stresses in compression as obtained from the linear fitting are unrealistically high. Most probably, this indicates
that the linear fitting is not valid for low, negative triaxiality
ratios (in the negative range). Additional numerical results
are needed to confirm this hypothesis. On the other hand, the
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discrepancy between numerical and experimentally observed
yield stress values under biaxial tension can be attributed
lithiation-assisted flow: the lithiation reaction enables flow
of lithiated silicon at a lower stress than that needed for flow
under pure mechanical loading. This proposed mechanism
is elaborated in details in a previous work [26].

Fig. 3 The yield condition of lithiated silicon under mechanical
load is represented by the dependence of the equivalent yield stress
on the hydrostatic pressure. The dashed lines are the linear fitting
of the yield conditions of the diﬀerent lithiated phases

To account for lithiation-assisted flow, we extend the
yield condition (1) of lithiated silicon following a recently
proposed theory of reactive flow in solids [35]. According to this theory, inelastic deformation of lithiated silicon and the lithiation reaction are regarded as concurrent
nonequilibrium processes. The Li insertion is driven by the
change of free energy associated with the chemical reaction
xLi+Si=Li x Si [48]. Let ΔGr be the change of free energy
when both the stress and applied voltage vanish. The driving
force is modified when the lithiated silicon is stressed. Associated with inserting one Li into Si, the stress does work
−Ωσm , where Ω is the volume change of Si caused by inserting one Li. By neglecting the eﬀect of the external electric
field, the driving force for the Li insertion can be written as
ΔG = ΔGr − Ωσm .

(3)

The free energy of reaction ΔGr takes a negative value during Li insertion. A compressive hydrostatic stress retards Li
insertion, and a tensile mean stress promotes Li insertion.
In our sign convention, a negative ΔG drives lithiation, and
a positive ΔG drives delithiation. We may define the driving force for the lithiation reaction in the dimension of stress
as χ = ΔGr /Ω − σm . On the other hand, in the absence
of chemical reaction, flow of lithiated silicon is driven by a
combination of the hydrostatic stress and deviatoric stress,
according to the results shown in Fig. 3. When lithiated silicon is subject to concurrent mechanical and chemical loading, the lithiation reaction can decrease the stress needed for
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flow. We formulate the chemomechanical yield condition of
reactive flow of lithiated silicon by placing the driving force
for reaction and flow on the same footing. A straightforward
generalization of the Drucker–Prager yield condition (1) may
be written

3
si j si j + pσm + q|χ| = σY ,
(4)
2
where σY is the yield strength of lithiated silicon under pure
deviatoric stress, and p, q are dimensionless, positive constants indicating the relative contributions of the hydrostatic
stress and chemical driving force to the scalar measure of the
driving force of reactive flow of lithiated silicon. In general,
σY , p, and q all depend on the Li concentration. Under pure
mechanical loading, the parameters σY and p coincide with
the parameters B and A in Eq. (1). The parameter q may in
principle be obtained through a stress-free lithiation experiment, see Ref. [34]. Note that yielding depends on the sign
of the hydrostatic stress, while it is independent of the sign
of the chemical driving force. In other words, lithium insertion or extraction reactions both promote flow. Evidently, the
particular form of the yield condition (1) is not the only possible one. Validation and refinement of condition (4) need to
be supported by experiments.
We now examine the atomic mechanism of plastic deformation of amorphous lithiated silicon subject to the yield
stress. A representative deformation pattern of Li0.5 Si under uniaxial tensile yield stress is shown in Fig. 4. Figure
4a shows the initial configuration of Li0.5 Si without stresses,
in which the blue spheres represent the Si atoms, and the
red spheres represent the Li atoms. Compared with the pristine coordination-free Si network, the presence of Li breaks
certain numbers of Si–Si bonds but a well-defined network
still exists and spans the size of the supercell. Close inspection shows that Li atoms distribute inhomogeneously, leaving certain Si bonds more disturbed than others. The deformation pattern under the uniaxial tensile yield stress is shown
in Fig. 4b. In this configuration, the nominal strain reaches
about 40%. However, such large deformation is mainly accommodated by local bond switching and consequent generation of cavitation, as marked by the black circle. Such localized deformation mechanism may share the same feature of
shear transformation in glassy materials [49–51]. It is generally perceived that amorphous network consists of tightly
bonded clusters, which form the backbone of the structure,
and loosely bonded free-volume regions, which act as flow
defects and behave liquid-likely responding to the external
mechanical load [52]. The flow defects may be caged by
the tightly bonded surroundings, which constitute the basic
topological feature of the atomic structure. Under mechanical load, the deformation is mainly localized in the loosely
packed regions (weak regions) while the backbone (strong
regions) behaves elastically. Such deformation mechanism
is evidenced in lithiated silicon, Fig. 4b.
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Fig. 4 The atomistic deformation mechanism of Li0.5 Si under the uniaxial tensile yield stress. a The atomic structure of Li0.5 Si without
stresses. Blue spheres represent Si atoms, and red spheres represent Li atoms; b The atomic configuration after applying the uniaxial yield
stress. The deformation is mainly mediated by the local bond switching and cavitation, as marked by the black circle; c Si atoms are colorcoded according to the atomic Voronoi volume. Atoms with larger Voronoi volumes, as highlighted by the dashed circles, represent local
loosely packed regions where the deformation is mainly accommodated; d Si atoms are color-coded according to the Si–Si coordination.
The less bonded regimes, corresponding to the large free-volume zones, represent the flow defects of lithiated silicon under mechanical
loading

To quantify the inhomogeneity of the local strength, we
perform the Voronoi polyhedra analysis and atomic coordination calculations. It should be noted that, during lithiation
of Si, the covalent Si–Si bonds are broken by the presence
of neighboring Li atoms, and Si–Li atoms form a weak bond
of ionic character, with charge depletion of the Li atom and
charge accumulation closer to the Si atom [38]. Thus, we
believe that the remaining Si–Si bonds network in lithiated
silicon forms the skeleton of the structure and mainly determines the mechanical behavior of the material. As such, in
the Voronoi analysis, we focus on the Si atoms and neglect
the presence of the Li atoms. In Fig. 4c, Si atoms are colorcoded according to the atomic Voronoi volumes; red color
represents large Voronoi volumes and blue color represents
small ones. We highlight the atoms with large free volume by
the dashed circles. It is clearly seen that the loosely packed

free-volume regions percolated in the network. Upon applying a field of stress, these regions become active in deformation and act as flow defects that accommodate the most
deformation by atomic bond switching and cavitation. The
strength of the Si network is also indicated by the local Si
coordination number. To determine a physically meaningful
Si coordination, we define two Si atoms to be bonded if their
distance is within 15% of the covalent bond length in bulk c–
Si 2.37 Å, which corresponds to a largest distance of 2.72 Å.
In Fig. 4d, Si atoms are color-coded according to the coordination number. It is seen that the less bonded regime corresponds to the large free-volume regions in Fig. 4c. Combined with Fig. 4b, we conclude that the large plastic flow of
lithiated silicon is mainly mediated by the localize deformation in the weak regions of flow defects, while the strength
of the structure is determined by the neighboring backbone
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of tightly bonded Si atoms.
To investigate the eﬀect of the hydrostatic pressure on
the yield strength of lithiated silicon, we take a representative composition Li0.5 Si, and calculate the Voronoi volumes
of Si and Li atoms at various hydrostatic stresses. To have
a better statistics, we consider five diﬀerent configurations
and each configuration is subject to the hydrostatic stresses
σm = −2, 0, 2 GPa, respectively. In calculating the Voronoi
volume of Si atoms, again we have ignored the presence of
the neighboring Li atoms. Figure 5a shows the distribution
of the Voronoi volume of Si atoms. The solid symbols represent the calculated results, with an interval of 2 Å3 for each
point. The smooth curves are the fitting curves using the
B-spline numerical method [53]. It is evident that, by increasing the hydrostatic stress from compression to tension,
more flow defects, as indicated by the loosely packed free
volumes at the tail of the curves, are generated. These flow
defects promote the plastic deformation of lithiated silicon at
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a lower level of stress. Moreover, as the hydrostatic tension
increases, the peak of the atomic volume is shifted towards
a larger value, and the height of the peak decreases. Such
characteristics lead to an overall softer behavior of lithiated
silicon under tensile stresses. In addition, we plot the distribution of the Voronoi volume of Li atoms in Fig. 5b by accounting for all the atoms in the structure. Each point represents a value with an interval of 1 Å3 . Li atoms are relatively
mobile in the amorphous structure given the weak bonding
between the Si and Li atoms. Such high mobility allows for
continuous Si–Si bond breaking and re-forming assisted by
Li atoms during deformation. Thus, Li atoms act like “lubricant” in a “rigid” Si network. From Fig. 5b, it is clearly
shown that the atomic volume of the Li atoms increases by
applying a hydrostatic tensile stress. The larger free volume
leads to a higher mobility of Li atoms, and further facilitates
the flowability of the amorphous network.

Fig. 5 The distribution of Voronoi volume of a Si atoms, and b Li atoms, in Li0.5 Si at various hydrostatic pressures. The atomic volumes
are obtained from five diﬀerent configurations. The solid symbols represent the calculation data, with an interval of 2 Å3 (1 Å3 ) for Si (Li)
atoms for each point. The smooth lines are the fitting curves using the B-spline numerical method. In calculating the Voronoi volume of Si
atoms, the presence of Li atoms is ignored based on the assumption that the mechanical behavior of lithiated silicon is mainly dominated
by the Si–Si bonds

4 Conclusions
We study the plasticity of lithiated silicon under multi-axial
mechanical load using first-principles calculations. The linear pressure-dependent equivalent yield stress of various Li
compositions is illustrated. We propose a yield criterion that
includes the eﬀects of the hydrostatic stress and chemical reactions by formulating a yield condition as a function of the
mechanical driving force for flow and the chemo-mechanical
driving force for reactions. We examine the atomic mechanism of plasticity of amorphous lithiated silicon using the
Voronoi polyhedra analysis and local coordination calculations. The large plastic deformation is mainly mediated
by the localized bond switching in the loosely packed freevolume regions and subsequent cavitation. A hydrostatic
compressive stress confines the flow defects and eﬀectively
strengthens the material, while a hydrostatic tensile stress

generates more flow defects and promotes the plasticity of
lithiated silicon at a lower level of stress.
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